Data protection policy

PURPOSE OF THE WEBSITE
This web site is a purely informative, not constituting a means of advice on any of the areas specified in the
same in any case, for which the user must contact:
SISANFLOR, S.L.
Poligono Molino de Viento, s/n, parcela 42
16700 Sisante ( Cuenca)
Teléfono: 969 147028
e-mail: lopd@sisanflor.com
Inscrita en el Registro Mercantil de Albacete. Tomo 748, Libro 512, Secc. 8, Folio 76, Hoja AB-12093,
Inscrip. 1ª
CIF: B-16190852
CONTENT OF THE WEB SITE
The information contained in the web site, has followed the requirements requested by the law, but in any
way that implies that it has to be necessarily detailed, complete, accurate or keep up to date, because in
their case the variations that may arise in the legislation, jurisprudence or other documents of interest
considered. The use of the information provided through this website is the sole responsibility of the user,
not being SISANFLOR S.L. in no event be liable for any errors or omissions that may exist as well as the
application or specific use that may be made of the same.

PERSONAL DATA
In accordance with the provisions of the organic law 15/1999, of protection of data, SISANFLOR S.L.
informs that personal data provided through the forms on this website or through email messages, will be
incorporated into a file of customers and processed in an automated manner. By sending the forms
available on this website, the sender gives consent to be included in the mentioned file. The purpose of the
database is to serve as information support to the fiscal, administrative, commercial and accounting
management company. If you wish, you can contact SISANFLOR S.L., domiciled in the Poligono windmill,
s/n, parcela 42, Sisante town province of Cuenca in order to exercise the rights of access, rectification,
cancellation and opposition.
LINKS
SISANFLOR S.L. assumes no responsibility for the links towards other sites or web pages that, in his case,
could include in it, since it does not have any control over them, so the user accesses under his exclusive
responsibility the content and in the terms of use that govern them.
COOKIES
SISANFLOR S.L. may eventually use cookies when a user browses the web page of Sisanflor
"www.sisanflor.com". Through cookies, it is possible that SISANFLOR website recognise users after they
have visited for the first time page, without having to configure certain options of visualization or

techniques for the web page whenever they visit. The cookies are only associated with an anonymous user
and his computer, and don't provide the name and surname of the user. Used cookies can not read data off
your hard disk or read cookies created by other providers or Internet pages. The user has the possibility to
configure your browser to be notified on screen of the reception of cookies and to prevent the installation
of cookies on your hard drive. Please, consult the instructions and manuals of your browser for further
information.
© Copyright SISANFLOR S.L. Their total or partial reproduction forbidden. All rights
reserved.

